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Abstract
This paper looks at a violent encounter between Aboriginal people and Native Troopers in
1902. The history of native policing in Queensland is a sensitive issue, and needs careful
examination. It is important to remember while looking at this history that many Aboriginal
people had good reasons to avoid police. The use of lawful force by police, and its
implications, are part of the history of uneven relationships between police and indigenous
people in Queensland. Official inquiries promising to "thoroughly investigate" claims of
serious crime often fail to do so. This is the story of one such inquiry.
The Native Police had an enormous impact on race relations in Queensland, and, historically,
continues to affect relations between police and the indigenous community. This is
particularly so because of the strong connections between Aboriginal people and specific
places, the importance of oral history and the revival of traditional law. Even though the
descendants of those involved may not know the full details, the sites of police killings have
become “special places” for indigenous people and have become firmly connected in peoples'
memories with the intersections of history, policing and punishment.

In October 1902, Queensland Police Commissioner WE Parry-Okeden and the state's
Northern Protector of Aboriginals, Walter Roth held an inquest at the Moreton Telegraph
Station on Cape York Peninsula and at Cooktown into the deaths of four Aboriginal men. The
cause of death was recorded as “gunshots” i. Why did the Police Commissioner travel into the
wilds of Cape York for a routine investigation? What part did Protector Roth play in the
whole affair? Who killed these Aboriginal men, and what happened afterwards?
Introduction - Native Policing
Most of the colonies in the British Empire of the nineteenth century had, in some form or
another, native forces who were deployed in a range of army and police roles, because these
native contingents were much cheaper to operate in colonial frontier conditions than European
police or soldiers. Queensland was a typical nineteenth-century self-governing British colony
and had its own Native Police force. Armed and mounted Aboriginal troopers led by
European officers operated throughout the "unsettled districts" of the colony against
ii
indigenous people .
The primary function of this formation was to operate as a retaliatory force and it was,
effectively, an armed rapid response group for European miners, graziers and settlers. This
force, called the Queensland Native Police, performed a similar role to various native
mounted forces in African colonies and the native irregular cavalry in India. It had no powers
of law enforcement or crime prevention except in the case of indigenous people, and it
actively participated in their dispersion and decimation.

It is worth looking at the police in colonial Queensland because they stood at one of the outer
margins of the British Empireiii. Frantz Fanon’s position on imperial power symbols in The
Wretched of the Earth can be usefully applied to colonial Queensland. He said:
The frontiers of the colonial world are shown by barracks and police stations. In the
colonies it is the policeman and the soldier who are the official, instituted gobetweens, the spokesman of the settleriv.
Police represented the power of remote, central authority and this is particularly true with
regard to the intersections of race and lawv.
It is important to look at the history of relations between indigenous people and police in
Queensland because so many contemporary issues and problems can be traced back to the
events and policies of the nineteenth century. This "hang-over" from our colonial past
sometimes affects the interpretation of, and attitudes towards, the justice system. The police
are often seen today, as they have been in the past, as little more than the symbols and agents
of imposed authority. The “baggage” of colonial history is still with us today.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people throughout Australia learned quickly, under
colonial law, that force only travelled one way - towards them. If a European died at
indigenous hands, official retribution quickly followed but if a black person was killed by a
white, generally nothing happened. Attacks on, or the deaths of white people, meant an
official inquiry and serious charges – but violent deaths of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander
people were not usually investigated.
This particular incident is different and worth examining because it did involve an
investigation of Aboriginal deaths by a senior police officer. Any official inquiry into frontier
policing conducted by a Commissioner of Police is unusual and, therefore, historically
significant. The records of this case also give us a useful insight into the policing of
indigenous people on the Queensland frontier and it clearly shows how Aboriginal people, in
this instance, were treated by the criminal justice system.
Although the principles of “due legal process” were followed, this case adequately
demonstrates that there was a general reluctance by crown officers to accept indigenous
evidence. This form of “one-sided justice” was intrinsically connected with the notion of
racial superiority, the tradition of colonial paternalism and the process of dispossession. In
this regard, officials (including police) in Queensland were no different from their
counterparts in other colonies, both in Australia and overseas.
Sometimes, learning about one particular event, such as this one, may help us to better
understand frontier history. Peoples' attitudes and perceptions are often based on the versions
of the past they are exposed to, particularly with regard to the actions of the Native Police.
Hearing about episodes like this may help us to understand colonial race relations because it
can tell us about the history of relations between indigenous people and the criminal justice
system.

Background
Government policy in Queensland towards Aboriginal people during the nineteenth century
moved from a state of war to a campaign of assimilationvi. Officially, the violent
confrontations of the early decades after Separation, particularly those connected with the
activities of the Native Police, had been replaced by humanitarian concerns.
In 1896, Police Commissioner Parry-Okeden was ordered to compile a report on North
Queensland Aborigines and the Native Police. He spent several months on Cape York
Peninsula investigating conditions and made a number of recommendations that were
incorporated into the 1897 Aboriginal Protection Act. Parry-Okeden, who had strongly
advocated the retention of the Native Police, became the colony’s first Aboriginal Protector in
1898. He carried out, according to historian Ross Johnston, a ‘complete reconstruction’ of the
force and gave instructions that police ‘were to protect blacks from all forms of injustice’vii.
Under the terms of the 1897 Act, Dr Walter Roth was appointed as Northern Protector of
Aborigines and, at the same time, Archibald Meston was appointed as Southern Protector for
districts south of Rockhampton. Meston was a self-proclaimed "Aboriginal Expert" and had
called for the "total abolition of the Native Police" in the same year. Roth, a doctor and a selftaught ethnographer, was a key player in the 1902 episode.
Most of the Aboriginal troopers from the Native Police were renamed "black trackers" and
attached to various police stations. There is much confusion about the date of the force’s
disbandmentviii. In the state's far north, small groups of armed and mounted trackers led by
white officers continued to patrol during the early decades of this centuryix. They were seen as
a necessity on the state's last frontiers and continued to be for a number of decades. There
were troopers at Cooktown until 1904 and the Commissioner’s 1913 Annual Report noted
that ‘the only Native Police detachment now in existence is stationed at Coen’. The Coen
Native Police camp continued to exist until at least 1920x.
The Patrol
In March 1902, the police at Thursday Island reported that an Aboriginal crew had thrown
overboard and then “cleared out” in a boat stolen from its Japanese ownersxi. Thursday Island
Protector Bennett had asked the Home Office after the theft of another boat in early 1902, to
‘instruct the police to do their utmost to arrest these natives, as boat-stealing is becoming too
common an occurrence, and an example must be made’xii.
In Brisbane, Chief Inspector Alexander Douglas (a former Native Police officer) advised
Inspector Charles Marrett at Cairns about the theft. Douglas said that he thought the crew
would take the boat to the place where they had been recruited. Marrett then telegraphed an
order to Sergeant James Whiteford, at the Laura Native Police camp 250 kilometres south of
Coen, to organise a patrolxiii.
Whiteford despatched a patrol led by a young inexperienced constable named John Hoole. He
had joined the Queensland Police Force at the age of 29 three years earlier. On his application
to join the police force, Hoole said that he was 'a practical bush man', 'a good horse-man' and
bore references from 'all the leading gentlemen' in the Armidale district of New South
Walesxiv.

Hoole had spent the previous two years at the "Eight Mile" Native Police camp near
Cooktown being trained by experienced Native Police officers. He was usually stationed at
Cairns, but in early 1902 was 'in charge of the flying detachment' at Musgrave, south of
Coen. At the subsequent inquiry, Marrett stated that he 'could not recall' Hoole having ever
arrested an Aboriginal person beforexv.
Hoole set forth from Coen on the 1st of April 1902 with trackers Albert, Jerry, Noble and
Rob. A local man named Cockroach was 'told to accompany' the police by the Officer in
Charge of the Moreton Telegraph Station, Peter Scott Lindeman. The patrol headed north for
the Wenlock and the Ducie Riversxvi.
Constable Hoole stated at the subsequent inquiry that his patrol had attempted to pursue the
suspected boat thieves and shots were fired 'in the air' by the troopers. The troopers later
admitted that there had been a struggle as the men attempted to escape. Hoole, on his return to
the Moreton on the 28th, reported to Sergeant Whiteford at Coen that the patrol had returned
to camp. Hoole wired that he was ‘going on tomorrow in pursuit’ and Whiteford replied:
“Yes follow on try and arrest offenders if possible.”
Hoole continued to patrol for a number of weeks before returning to Musgrave and submitting
his reportxvii. Soon, the news spread that a number of Aboriginal men had been killed near the
Ducie River. Their names were recorded as Peter, Johnny, Old Bob and Topsy's Father, and
they were all known as 'quiet' blacks with no previous involvement with the police.
Bishop White was visiting Mapoon with Protector Roth when news of the deaths arrived and
they travelled to the Moreton togetherxviii. They were met on the way by a funeral procession
of about 100 people carrying the body of one of the deceased for Roth’s examination.
According to White, the attack was ‘described with extraordinary vividness’xix. The
Aboriginal people they spoke to recounted how the attacking party had opened fire and then
returned on the next day to burn the bodiesxx.
Roth began his investigation on arrival at the waterhole on the 15th of May. He was shown two
bodies wrapped in bark and was also shown the remains of a fire 'in which he found human
remains and portions of two bodies'. White related how Roth located a lump of lead ‘of the exact
weight of a bullet’ under one of the skulls but no cartridge cases. White said they had ‘sufficient
evidence to induce the Police Commissioner to make the journey up from Brisbane’xxi.
The Moreton Telegraph Officer, Scott Lindeman, gave a statement to Roth on the 22nd of
May. He said that he had told Cockroach to go with the police party, at Hoole's request, and
that he considered the local Aboriginal people to be "wild" blacks. He said that Hoole was
'glad of any information or aid' because he had told Lindeman he 'had little or no experience
among wild blacks'. Lindeman said that he wasn't sure if there were three troopers or four.
He stated that Hoole had informed him, upon his return from the patrol, that 'the country was
too rough to catch the Blacks with only four troopers'.
Bishop White gave a statement on the 27th, recounting conversations he had had with a
number of Aboriginal men. He said that he had been told that the victims were killed by
Cockroach and later burnt. He recalled a conversation between Roth and Cockroach in
White's presence. According to White, Cockroach said 'Trooper shoot boy' and strenuously
denied using a gun, stating that 'he did not know how to shoot'. After collecting evidence and
statements, Roth and White then went to Weipa, via Mapoon.

On the 1st of June Walter Roth submitted his report, headed Police shooting aboriginals, to
the Home Department. He said that 'all four deceased bore very good characters' and said that
the men, who he believed had been shot, came from three separate tribes. This meant,
according to Roth, that 'there would now be bloodshed by the one mob on the other until all
four deaths are avenged'. He added:
Personally, I would not be surprised if an outrage were perpetrated on the next
European who comes along.
Roth said that Lindeman had asked him 'if the police were acting under any secret orders'. He
stressed that he and Bishop White had kept all their enquiries and the evidence secret, and
continued:
It therefore only remains for Constable Hoole to be quietly separated from his troopers
so as to prevent any collusion taking place and for some senior police officer - a
gentleman who has never had anything to do with the Native Police - to make any
further investigations.
Noting that 'the blacks are naturally in deadly terror of the police', Roth referred in his report
to 'certain other matters connected with this case'xxii. He said that he strongly believed:
1.
2.
3.
4.

That the police should not be using explosive bullets;
That no tracker should be armed;
That all trackers should be placed under agreement and regularly 'weeded out';
If trackers' “gins” [female partners] were employed, they should be placed under
agreement as well;
5. No unmarried constable should be allowed command of Native Police; and
6. Some action must be taken to have Cape York better controlled.
Roth had definite views about relations between police and Aboriginal people, and clearly
showed little hesitation in airing them. In 1901, Roth had criticised the police for ‘continuing
to employ trackers and their “gins” illegally’ and not obtaining formal signed agreements
from himxxiii.
Roth's report, marked "Confidential", was sent by the Home Secretary to the Commissioner of
Police on the 25th of June. It remained "Put Away" despite Roth’s references to the matter in
his regular monthly reports as ‘the late tragedy committed by the Native Police’ and as ‘the
quadruple murder by the police’xxiv.
The Story Breaks
On the 29th of August the Endeavour Beacon, a Cooktown newspaper, reported the:
Rumoured murder of aboriginals "By Authority": It appears the police got on the
track of the niggers they wanted, who were four in number; the troopers were a bit too
good for those they were after, they were bailed up near a waterhole - and without
any further discussion shot where they stood
The story mentioned 'explosive bullets', 'aboriginal witnesses' and Roth's refusal to 'discuss
the subject in any shape or form'. According to the newspaper:

We have thought it advisable to refer to the matter publicly, in the hope that some
official notice will be taken of the rumor. We certainly expect that action will be taken
to prove, if possible, the truth or otherwise, of such a rumour.
By 9.30am that morning, Roth had sent a telegram to the Home Department. He said that the
newspaper story gave 'fairly accurate details' of the 'murder of four aboriginals by police'
and asked:
Please release me from invidious situation in which I am placed by either giving me as
protector an acknowledgement of my report of the massacre or else by permitting me
as Magistrate holding the enquiry to issue warrants for arrest of Constable and
trackers on Capital charge
Home Secretary JFG Foxton wired back that he was 'much disappointed at information
having leaked out at your end. Can you say how this happened. Secrecy was most desirable
as you pointed out.'
WH Ryder, the Under Secretary of the Home Department, sent Roth instructions. He was to
'proceed at once to Moreton and select evidence', as the commissioner would 'follow to hold
inquiry jointly with you'. He also said that the delay in dealing with the matter was
unavoidable which meant that 'secrecy was essential' and Roth was only permitted to state
that the matter had been reported to him.
Roth replied to Foxton next morning, stating that 'secrecy [was] hardly to be expected
considering that about eight or nine people originally knew of it' and could he hold the inquiry
with 'some reliable magistrate'. Ryder wired Roth on the 2nd of September. He said that
Roth's affidavit was of 'no legal value', and that he had 'better proceed and collect evidence as
instructed'. Roth replied that it was 'useless' to hold the inquiry until key witnesses were found
and asked for further advicexxv.

The Inquiry
The Brisbane weekly paper, The Queenslander, repeated the story from the Cooktown
Beacon, with an official statementxxvi. The Home Secretary said that news of the incident was
"kept quiet" by the government to 'prevent the obliteration of any evidence' but that the
inquiry would now commence earlier than plannedxxvii. Stating that 'of course black's
evidence is always more or less unsatisfactory from a legal point of view', the Home
Secretary promised to 'sheet home' the matter because it was:
Undermining the system that has been in vogue, by which the blacktrackers are
regarded now by the blacks as their friends rather than as their enemies, as they were
in the days of the dispersalxxviii.
Parry-Okeden’s Magisterial Inquiry was held at the Moreton Telegraph Station in September
1902xxix. On the opening day, Parry-Okeden wired to Home Secretary that he considered it
important for Nicholas Hey, from the Moravian mission established at Mapoon in 1891, to be
present at the inquiry because of his 'valuable experience among Aboriginals'xxx.
Roth’s statement was taken first. After describing the events prior to his examination, Roth
proceeded and said that, in his opinion, bullets ‘fired at close quarters’ caused the wounds on
the two bodies he had seen.
On the inquiry's second day all witnesses except Lindeman, Hoole and troopers Jerry, Rob
and Albert were 'ordered out of hearing of the court'. Hoole insisted on being allowed to make
a statement despite being warned that he was 'under suspicion of being implicated in the
death of persons' and not compelled to give evidence.
After giving details of his patrol before the encounter, Hoole then recounted the events that
had taken place after the patrol saw a small group of people camped by a waterholexxxi. He
related how the Aboriginal people 'ran away in all directions' at the sight of police, and said:
“I called out to the troopers to get around them and stop them”
Hoole stated that his horse had got bogged and it took 'about five minutes or thereabouts' to
get it out while 'the boys went on galloping'. During that time, he said, he heard two shots
fired. According to his statement, Hoole later asked the troopers why they had fired and said
they replied that they had fired two shots 'high up to make them stop'. He also added that he
had seen two bodies rolled up in bark at the camp and emphasized that the troopers and
Cockroach had seen them tooxxxii.
On the following day, Hoole continued giving his evidence. He acknowledged that he was the
officer in charge and stated that 'all the troopers were armed with Martini carbines'. He then
said:
They were not loaded when we started. I do not allow my troopers to load their rifles
without my permission. They only load them when I order them. I have never
ordered them load therefore I have not used any form of order.

But, he admitted:
They carry their ammunition. They could load whether I liked or not.
When questioned about the shots he had heard, Hoole answered that he believed Albert's
account that the shots were fired in the air. He stated:
I never had occasion to shoot over the heads of blacks. It is not my custom to shoot
over the heads of blacks nor is it the custom of the Troopers so far as I know to shoot
over the heads of blacks to make them stop. They must have got excited when they
fired over their heads.
Angus Nicholson, a labourer at the Moreton Telegraph Station gave a statement on the 20th in
which he said that he heard a conversation between Hoole and Lindeman on the night the
patrol returned. According to Nicholson, Hoole said that:
He went out there and saw a lot of niggers and tried to get some that he wanted and
that he couldn't.
Trooper Rob was then called to give his evidence, and, after swearing an oath of 'Suppose I
tellem you a lie, I go to gaol', he proceeded. He said that he had heard two shots but was 'long
way from the dead man'. After noting that the witness 'did not make any statement of an
incriminatory character', Parry-Okeden called the next trooper forward. Albert said that the
people from the camp had 'run away' and then added:
I been seen em blacks and I been sing out "Hoy! Stop!". He wouldn't stop he run away
I fire very high.
At this point, Parry-Okeden adjourned the inquiry.
When the inquiry was re-opened at Cooktown on the 22nd, Hoole gave further evidence but
added little to his original account. The Aboriginal man Cockroach was called next and he
testified that he had heard two shots as well. Two other Aboriginal men, named Plain Joe and
Pumpkin, also gave statements. Trooper Noble's statement was takenxxxiii. He said:
I saw Albert shot it one black fellow, two black fellow, this side the creek. I been
see three fellow dead and one fellow in bark that makem four.
Trooper Jerry was then called to give a statement. He said that he had waited with Hoole after
he got bogged in the creek and that Albert, Noble and Rob had joined them. Jerry said that he
saw two dead men 'tied up in bark' lying on the ground in the campxxxiv.
Roth made a statement to the inquiry that he thought, after hearing the evidence, that Hoole
and trooper Jerry were 'innocent of any actual shooting'.
The Brisbane Courier carried a report about the investigation on the 30th of Septemberxxxv.
Parry-Okeden declined to give an opinion, and stated that his duty was to forward the
depositions to the Justice Department. He did however, point out that Roth had 'practically
been the accuser' of Hoole. The paper noted that the suspension of Hoole and the troopers
was 'an outcome' of:

The necessity that exists for not passing over breaches of discipline, by which troopers
could be even temporarily placed in a position to be out of hand, and thereby bring
suspicion on the force.
Hey wrote to the Home Secretary on the 1st October to support Parry-Okeden, saying that:
[He] could not believe for a moment that the Commissioner of Police would give his
consent to, or even hush up, the shooting of Blacks by the Police, as was rumoured.
Hey also said that Roth's charges against Hoole and his four troopers 'could not be proved'
but, in his opinion:
Hoole has greatly neglected his duties as officer in charge of the patrol and there
remains a very strong suspicion that three of the troopers in question are responsible
for the death of at least two if not four innocent Aboriginals.
Parry-Okeden’s sent his report on the inquiry to the Home Secretary and filed an inquest
summary with the Justice Departmentxxxvi. He said that ‘none of the evidence given
incriminates Constable Hoole or explains how the aboriginals came by their deaths’.
Parry-Okeden said that he believed 'in his own mind' that Noble and Albert had 'surely shot
blacks' and he also suspected that Rob had too. Hoole and Jerry were, according to ParryOkeden, innocent of any involvement in the shooting while Trooper Noble's evidence, he
said, was not corroborated by any other witness.
The Aftermath
The Sydney Morning Herald carried a report on the inquiry on the 2nd of October, stating that
'no suspicion' was attached to a white constable but 'a certain amount of blame' was attached
to at least two trackersxxxvii. The troopers were taken to Cairns by Parry-Okeden and Marrett
in early October, and 'detained' until the inquiry was concludedxxxviii. Parry-Okeden took
Hoole with him when he returned to Brisbane, and he recommended that the troopers should
'never be allowed to return to the north'xxxix. Hoole resigned from the police in November
1902 and returned to New South Walesxl.
A month later, Roth wrote to the Police Department requesting the return of all papers
connected with the inquiry, saying simply 'I need them'. In April, Roth made a notation on
one of the statements:
The whole statement upon this page has been written without my knowledge, approval
or consent (and was seen by me for the first time on March 26th 1903). Its inclusion
here is, in my opinion, as outrageous as it is unwarranted. At the time of the
enquiry, at the Moreton, Mr Parry-Okeden had to withdraw his allegation (made in
Rev Hey's presence and in open court) that I was "fencing".
On another document, Roth's note says:
My name has been used in this letter against my expressed wish and without my
authority. The use of my name here is a most contemptible breach of honour.

Roth was appointed as Queensland’s Chief Protector of Aborigines in 1904xli but a public
meeting at Cooktown in 1905 protested at his reappointmentxlii. A smear campaign led by two
conservative politicians, business and sections of the media led to a parliamentary inquiry into
charges of official misconductxliii. Roth, despite being cleared of any wrongdoing, left
Queensland in 1906 and was appointed Aboriginal Protector in British Guyana, where he died
in 1933.
Parry Okeden retired as police commissioner in 1905, later headed a Royal Commission into
the administration of New Guinea and died at Brisbane in 1926. Sergeant Whiteford applied
for retirement in 1911, quoting his thirty years of police service in remote areas as a major
cause of his poor health. He said that he thought 'the blacks are just like a lot of grown up
children - but more cunning - and I have had to treat them with a firm hand'xliv.
Conclusion
As this paper has shown, criminal justice proceedings in connection with Aboriginal people
on Queensland’s northern frontier conformed to standard colonial practices. While due legal
process was observed, evidence given by indigenous people was not seriously considered. In
this regard, the policing of Aboriginal people was markedly different from the policing of
others and this anomaly was part of the broader ideological and political movements that were
used to justify the European dispossession of indigenous land.
Much of the violence of the frontier has “disappeared” from the historical record and firsthand accounts of indigenous deaths that were connected with police are rare. This incident
was different in that it gives us a useful insight into the operational practices of the Native
Police and the running of an official inquiry. Because it is one of the few instances when
indigenous deaths were reported and investigated, it has historical significance.
The activities of the Native Police had an important effect on the history of policing and race
relationsxlv. Anthropologist Donald Thomson gave evidence for this during the 1930s when he
crossed Cape York Peninsula and noted that the sight of clothes resembling police uniforms,
as worn by his party, caused Aboriginal people to instantly "disappear"xlvi. The police
removed Aboriginal children and adults to church missions and government reserves as a
standard administrative practice for most of this century. This “removal policy” cleared the
land for European occupation and should rightly be seen as a continuation of the
dispossession process begun by the Native Police.
It is episodes such as this that have caused indigenous people to believe that police are able to
escape the justice system while they remain trapped in it. As one historian noted ‘black people
have seen the police as both the instrument and the symbol of white oppression’xlvii. Episodes
like this are part of the “historical baggage” that indigenous people are accused of carrying
into the present, and, until incidents like this are acknowledged and dealt with, there will
always be a residual distrust of the police and a reluctance to move forward. This case study
shows that knowledge of the past may help inform our understanding of the present.
This incident illustrates how little has changed in the past one hundred years. Despite the
recommendations of countless Royal Commissions and official inquiries, relations between
indigenous people and police remain strained in many parts of Queensland. Despite the
evidence of Aboriginal witnesses, and statements by Protector Roth and other Europeans, no
charges were ever laid against any of those alleged to have been involved in the deaths.
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